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SUMMARY

Scope:

This special announced inspection was conducted in the areakof licensee review of
Information Notice No. 89 87, fire desi n to address spurious operation involving0
Hi/Lo pressure interfaces, fire penetration seals and surveillance, plant modifications,
and followup on previous inspection findings.

Results:

In the areas inspected, violations or deviation were not ider,tified.-
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*H. Beacher Senior Plant Engineer
*J. Beasley, Assistant General Manager Plant Onorations
'R. Brown, Supervisor Operations Tie!ning
*W. Burmeister, Manager Engineering Suppcrt
*P. Burwinkel, Plant Engineering Supervisor
*S. Chesnut, Manager Engineering Technical Support
*C, Christiansen, Safety Audit and Engineering Group Supervisor
*R. Dorman, Manager Training and Emergency Preparedness
*G. Fredrick, Manager Maintenance
'J. Gasser, Operations Unit Superintendent

1

*K. Holmes, Manager Health Physics and Chemistry {
*R. LeGrand, Manager Operations
'M. She!bani, Nuclear Safety and Compliance Supervisor
*W. Shipman, General Manager Nuclear Plant
*H. Williams, Fire Protection Technician

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians, supu. visors,
engineers, and operators.

Other Organizations

*T. Mozingo, Oglethorpe Power Company Representative
*D. Deanolph, Department of Energy, Facility Representative

NRC Employees

*B. Bonser, Senior Resident inspector-
*M. Ernestes, Chief Examiner
*S. Lawyer, Section Chief, Operator Licensing
*E. Lea, License Examiner
*D. Starkey, Resident inspector

* Attended Exit interview

Acrony,'s and initializations used throughout this report are listed in the last -
paragrap,

_
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| 2. Evaluation of Licentee Review of Information Notice No. 89-87
i

During the licensee's review of NRC Information Notico No. 89-87 " Disabling
i of Emergency Diesel Generators by their Noutral Ground Fault Protection

Circuitry" a concern was raised whereby a single fire event could cause the loss,

| of both EDGs.
i
; The electrical protection of the EDG generator during normal and LOSP
! operation include Loss of Field, Voltago Controlled Phase Overcurrent,. Ground
| Overcurrent, and other protection. Those conditions are detected by a
i protective relay which actuates an auxiliary relay. The auxiliary relays for
j these protective features will actuato lock-out relay 1868 which will trip tho
| EDG output breaker.
!

j During normal plant operation 4160V 1E besos 1 AA02 and 1BA03 are supplied
i from the RATS. However, on a LOSP event tns 1 A anile EDGs would supply
j power to their respective buses. . Ground faults that may occur on the bus,
'

feeder cables or loads are limited to 5000A' when the buses are connected to
3 the RATS and SA when connected to the EDGs. Ground fault relays for the

4KV bus feeder bree.o.s are set and coordinate when the bus is being supplied
from the RATS. When the bus is being supplied from its EDG-, the feeder,

! breaker ground fault relays are not properly coordinated and the EDG output
! breaker will trip on any ground .ault fed from the bus. This lack of coordination
| is not a problem,-since the feature is blocked during Si operation. 1

!
! There are non-1E class cables and loads off of tlw omergency 4160V buses

which are fed through 480V transformers (1NB01X and 1 NB10X) and breakers
(1NB01 and 1NB10). During LOSP operation it is possible for a ground fault on
this non 1E equipment to trip the EDG output breaker._ However, ground faults
on the 480V system would be isolated from the 4160KV system because of.

the delta-deita configuration of the 4160/480V transformers.

'

The 4160V cables from 1 A?.02 and = 1BA03 to 4160/480V transformers
- 1 NB01X and 1NB10X were checked by the licenseo to determine whether both
EDGs could be tripped by a single fire event involving those non-1E cables and '
transformers. These transformers remain connected to the buses during a -
LOSP event but are disconnected during a safety injection event.- if there were
a fire in area 1-CB-LC-B (which includes Fire Zono 80), the fire protection
analysis specifies that- train _ B will .be used. to shutdown the -reactor, a

Transformer 1NB10X which is fed from train B is also located in fire area 1-CB-
LC-B. Therefore, a phase-to-ground short circuit in the transformer high sido-
winding or its supply cables could cause the EDG ground overcur_ rent relay to
actuate. Thus, following a fire in fire area 1-CB-LC-B and the loss of train A the
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possibility existed that a ground fault on train B could also cause the EDG 1B
output breaker to trip.

!
When this was determined the licensee issued DC 1-90-299 on July 17,1990

4 to address this deficiency. A SO (1-90-11) was issued on July 20,1990 as -

! part of their corrective action to address this deficiency. This SO indicated that
' "Due to the setpoint of the 18 D/G neutral ground ove-':urrent relay a fire in
4 zone 80, causing damage to the feeder cable to 1NB10, could result in the D/G

tripping before 1NB10 trips, if a LOSP occurs on UNIT 1, verlfy there is no fire
,

_

alarm in zone 80. If a fire alarm in zone 80 exists, immediately trip 1NB10.
This problem exists on "1B D/G" only and will be corrected in the near future
by deleting the neutral ground overcurrent D/G trip." Later it was determined
that this deficiency also existed on Unit 2 and the SO was revised on' July .
30,1990 to also include Unit 2.

!

The licensee developed a DCR to correct the problem. DCR 90-VIN 0179 for -
Unit 1 dated July 20,1990 and 90 V2N0180 for Unit 2 dated July 20,.1990
were developed and processed as emergency priority. The DCRs were
reviewed by the inspector to determine what was to be changed. The ground .

'

overcurrent trips for the EDGs were to be removed by disconnecting the ground
fault auxiliary relay (151 NX) contact from the EDG output breakerlock-out relay
1868. - This was accomplished for Unit 1 on October 8,1990 and for Unit 2 on,

October 6,1990.

Further review of the DCR noted that the ground overcurrent feature would still
be annunciated on the diesel generator control panel and in the main control

.

room as part of the " Generator Trouble" windows. Annunciator response
procedures for this window were revised for both units. The procedures direct
the operators on receiving a " Generator Trouble" annunciator to determine if a
ground fault exists. This can be accomplished -by checking the ground
overcurrent relay target, which is located in the ,enerator control panel. The
procedure has a note which indicates the following: "If the alarm was caused
by a neutral ground time overcurrent, a second ground could cause serious
Diesel Generator damage, particularly if both faults are located in the generator
windings."

The licensee's evaluation of the information in Information Notice 89-87 was
acceptable and prompt corrective actions were taken to address the problems.
The DCRs were complete, properly identified the technical concerns, and were
installed in a timely manner. The operators were made aware of- the.
importance of following up on a generator trouble annunciator that may indicate -
a ground fault.

.
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i 3. Review of Licensee Verification that the Hi/Lo Pressure Interfaces Had Boon
i Evaluated

: The licensee performed an engineering verification on October 19,1990 of the
I' fire design to address hot shorts for Hi/Lo pressure interfaces. All Hi/Lo
I pressure interface analyses were satisfactory with the exception of PORV's.

They identified a deficiency in the PORV analysis for Fire Zone- 80. The4

j analysis assumed that RCS inventory is maintained and that Train "B" l
available to shutdown the reactor for a fire in Fire Zone 80 along with a LOs..

in the calculation the Train "A" PORV cables are routed through Fire Zone 80
,

I but the Train "A" PORV block valves cables are not routed through the same
fire zone. Thus, the cal:ulation concluded that for a fire in Fire Zone 80, the4

! Train "A" PORV could spuriously open but the PORV block valve could be
closed. The calculation assumed one train is available for safe shutdown of the

; reactor and protects the components in that train needed for shutdown. Non-
i protected components in both trains which are required to achieve shutdown
! following a fire were analyzed for spurious actions / interactions, including the

PORV's and PORV block valves. When the PORV and PORV block valve cables.

| are not routed through the same fire area, then it is assumed that the PORV
a block valves could be closed. This would assume that Train "A" power is
i available. However,in Fire Zone 80 it was identified that Train "A" EDG field

| flashing / control panel power cables were routed through Fire Zone 80 and not
protected from fire, if the EDG were not operating and these cables were losti

j due to a fire then the EDG may be rendered inoperable. Therefore, the Train
; "A" PORV block valve may not have power available and may not be able to
: be closed for a fire in Fire Zone 80 in conjunction with a LOSP.
i,

! The licensee commitments for the interface analyses require the assumption of'
| only a single hot short. By removing power to the PORV tha valve will close.
, This type scenario is applicable to a hot short in either the power or control
!

cables. The corrective action is to close the PORV block valve when a firo is-
1- verified in the applicable fire zone. However, if the PORV block valve will not
4

close and the PORV is open , then the feeder breaker for the applicable PORV
should be opened. With the fire in Fire Zone 80, the operator would have to4

pass through the fire zone to reach the breaker. But due to the large size of the4

fire zone and the fire protection features in the zone, the en0ineering evsluation
. concluded that an operator would be able to reach the breaker in a reasonabic

time period. This was also consistent with their current Fire Event Safe
,

Shutdown Evaluations.

The inspector reviewed the Fire Event Safe Shutdown Evaluations, visually
j inspected Fire Zone 80, Annunciator Responso Procedures for the Fire Alarm

Computer Common to Unit 1 and 2, and concluded that the procedures
adequately addressed specific action to deal with the problems identified with -

,
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the PORVs and block valves. These spurious actuation considerations are also
: discussed in the UFSAR.
t

4. Fire Penetration Seals (71707)-

The inspector reviewed procedures and programs that provided instructions for
the visual inspection of exposed surfaces of fire rated penetration seal:

assemblies to verify operability as required by FSAR Table 9.5.1-10. Fire seal
i operability is determined by its ability to perform its design function. Procedure

29139-C, Fire Rated Penetration Seals - 18 Month Visual Inspection, separates,

operability /inoperability into two categories based on the failure cause. The4
.

first failure criteria is due to material change, which has been defined as,

abnormal degradation or apparent change in appearance of the exposed seal
material due to a change in material properties over time. Exampics of these
were abnormal seni shrinkage, color, or texture. The second failure critoria was

,

due to damage or incomplete assembly. Examples of this type of failure are
defined as missing darr. ming boards, cuts, gouges, gaps, missing boots or
clamps. If any failure was noted, an ergineering evaluation would be required
to determino acceptability or unacceptability.

During the inspection the following documents were reviewed:

- FSAR Table 9.5.1-10, Section 7.0, Fire Rated Assemblies.

- Procedure 29139-C, Fire Rated Penetration Seals 18 Month Visual
inspection. Rev 0, Rev 1T, Rev 2, Rev 3T and Rev 3.

|

;
- Procedure 85032-C, Rev 0 & Rev 1, Penetration Seal Inspection.

|

| The following Surveillance task sheets . wore reviewed to assure that the
! program was being properly carried out as indicated by.the FSAR.
!

L - Surveillance Task Sheets for Procedure 29139-C, for the years 1990-
'

1992.

Surveillance Task # Qate Performed Procedure No./Rev.
29139-201 10/12/90 29139-C Rev 3T

i 29139-101 10/04/90 29139-C Rev 3T
! 29139-201 4/9/92 29139-C Rev 3

29139-101 4/3/92 29139-C Rev 3.

The inspector conducted discussions with fire protection engineers. _They
explained the background of how surveillances were performed, the kind of

.

discrepancies that were identified, and the corrective actions being taken.' The
|
|

|

~
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I smallest flaws were being identified even though they were later determined to
; be not reportable. Based on this review, the inspector concluded that
j personnel performing surveillance were aggressive in identifying and reporting
; deficiencies.
i

The following DCs since 1988 in the area of fire seal penetrations.were
reviewed to assure that discrepancies and deficiencies identified in the field

i were being dispostioned:
:
: - 1870799, 1882136, 1891327, 1891623, 1900121, 2900087,

2900085, 2900281, 2910130, 2910141, 2910147, 2910151,'

; 2920097

) Fire protection engineers explained the background of the DCs reviewed and
the corrective actions taken for identified deficiencies.

The inspectors performed a general plant walkdown to assure that the
installation and operability of fire barriers, fire stops and electrical penetration
seats met existing requirments.

Findings were not identified in this area.

5. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92702)
4

VIO 92-04-01, Failure of GPC Mana Ament to Provide Adequate Procedures,
Appropriate Training and Guidance Relative to Mid-Loop Operation. This issue
was inspected during an NRC 01 investigation in August 1990, and a Level 3
Notice of Violation with a $100k Civil Penalty was 8ssued on December 31,
1991. Georgia Power Company responded to the Notice of Violation on Janu-
ary 30,1992 and denied the violation. Corrective actions identified in the GPC

i response were reviewed and verified. The corrective' actions taken by the-

licensee were verified by both Regional and Resident-staffs to be prompt and
acceptable. An Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty was issued on June 12,
1992 and GPC paid the Civil Penalty on July 9,1992. This entire matter is

! considered closed.

6. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on July 2,1992, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspector described the areas
inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings listed below. No
dissenting comments were received from the licensee. The licensee did not
identify as proprietary any of the material provided to or reviewed by the
inspectors during this inspection.

._ _ _. ____ ._ , -- _. _._ _ _ ____ _ _ _ . _ . _
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(Closed) Violation 424/92-04-01: Failure to Provide Adequate Procedures,-
Appropriate Training and Guidance Relative to Mid-Loop Operation.'

,

7. Abbreviationsj
''

CP Civil Penalty
DC Deficiency Card-.

DCR Design Change Request
DG Diesel Generator
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator.

| GPC Georgia Power Company
LOSP Loss of Sito Power
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
01 Office of Investigation
PORV Power Operated Relief Valve
RAT Reserve Auxiliary Transformer
RCS Reactor Coolant System
SI Safety injection
SO Standing Order
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

|
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